
 
 

WonderLuk Launches 3D-Printed Jewellery Pop-up  
at Topshop’s Flagship Store 

 
 
Key takeaways: 
 

_ WonderLuk launches pop-up store for contemporary, 3D-printed jewellery in Topshop, Oxford 
Circus 
_ 40 independent designers, architects and artists from around the world will be featured 
_ Jewellery can be customised in different colours and materials 
_ All pieces have been 3D-printed and hand-finished in Europe 

 
London, October 2015 - For the coming Christmas period, unique design and accessories brand 
WonderLuk will be bringing its avant-garde 3D-printed jewellery exclusively to Topshop’s flagship store 
at Oxford Circus. 
 
Customers will be able to either select from a range of readily available jewellery or customise their 
favourite pieces in store, which are then made to order from a wide range of different materials and 
colours. 
 
The concession will feature 40 independent designers from around the world who have all been 
commissioned by WonderLuk to create exclusive capsule collections for the brand.  
 
Andre Schober, Co-founder of WonderLuk comments: “We’re thrilled to be bringing our latest designers 
and an innovative new accessories experience to Oxford Street this Christmas. There is no better place 
than Topshop’s flagship store to launch our new collections and connect the fashion crowd with the 
amazing possibilities of co-creation and 3D printing.” 
 
WonderLuk’s 3D printed jewellery pop-up will open on the ground floor of Topshop’s flagship store at 
Oxford Circus between 2 November and 27 December.  
 
About WonderLuk  
WonderLuk was born in East London in 2013 with the dream to bring contemporary accessories to life 
and to disrupt the way we consume fashion. WonderLuk curates the best independent designers from all 
over the world and connects them to fashion and design lovers via wonderluk.com. The brand embraces 
on-demand manufacturing methods such as 3D-printing and works with digital artisans, creating an 
entirely new customer experience that also contributes to a more sustainable fashion value chain. All 
pieces are 3D-printed and hand-finished in Europe.  
 
Additional information for editors 
Photography download link 
Contact for enquiries: andre@wonderluk.com or +44 (0) 20 3773 6877 
Website: http://wonderluk.com 
Twitter: http://twitter.com/wonderluk 
Facebook:  http://facebook.com/thewonderluk 
Instagram:  http://instagram.com/wonderluk 
Correct spelling of brand name: WonderLuk or WONDERLUK 
Correct pronunciation of brand name: w̍ʌndəlʊk 
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